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Abstract In this work, we propose a new method for manufacturing
busbars in photovoltaic modules for different solar cell generations, focusing
on 1st and 3rd generations. The method is based on high-pressure spray
coating using nanometric metallic powder. Our focus is primarily on opti-
mizing conductive paths for applications involving conductive layers used in
3rd generation solar cells, such as quantum dot solar cell, dye-sensitized so-
lar cell, and silicon-based solar cells on glass-glass architecture for building-
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integrated photovoltaic. The advantages of the proposed method include
the possibility of reducing the material quantity in the conductive paths
and creating various shapes on the surface, including bent substrates.

This paper examines the influence of the proposed high-pressure spraying
technique using metallic particles on the morphology of the resulting conduc-
tive paths, interface characteristics, and electrical parameters. Conductive
paths were created on four different layers commonly used in photovoltaic
systems, including transparent conductive oxide, Cu, Ti, and atomic layer
deposition processed Al2O3. The use of high-pressure technology enables
the production of conductive layers with strong adhesion to the substrate
and precise control of the spatial parameters of conductive paths. Further-
more, the temperature recorded during the deposition process does not ex-
ceed 385 K, making this technique suitable for various types of substrates,
including glass and silicon. Additionally, the produced layers exhibit low
resistance, measuring less than 0.3 Ω. Finally, the mechanical resistance, as
determined through tearing tests, as well as environmental and time stabil-
ity, have been confirmed for the produced paths.
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Acronyms

ALD – atomic layer deposition
BB – busbar
BIPV – building integrated photovoltaic
DSSC – dye-sensitized solar cell
EDX – energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
FTO – fluorine-doped tin oxide
GG – glass-glass
IEC – International Electrotechnical Commission
I(U) – current-voltage characteristic
PV – photovoltaic
PVD – physical vapor deposition
SEM – scanning electron microscopy
TCO – transparent conductive oxide
QDSC – quantum dot solar cell

1 Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) modules possess several crucial parameters that deter-
mine their performance and suitability for specific applications. The relia-
bility and lifespan of photovoltaic modules predominantly hinge on degra-
dation and failure modes. Therefore, comprehending the degradation mech-
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anisms, including the origins of these degradation modes and their impact
on PV module efficiency [1], is an essential and foundational task to enhance
the reliability of PV modules [2, 3].

One vital parameter relates to busbars and their stability, particularly
concerning DSSC (dye-sensitized solar cell) and glass-glass modules. The
issue at hand is closely linked to busbar production technology and can
be refined through the technological solution proposed in this study. When
subjected to cyclic bending, cracks can emerge near the points where the
busbars are soldered to the silicon, potentially propagating due to fatigue [4,
5]. Conversely, under cyclic axial strain, the busbars endure loads beyond
the elastic limit, leading to plasticity and hysteric energy dissipation [6,7].
Kaule et al. demonstrated that the strength and cracking susceptibility are
highly dependent on the side and direction of the load, with the lowest
strength observed on the rear side loaded with tensile stress parallel to the
busbars [8].

Improving module efficiency and reducing production costs are two crit-
ical objectives for the photovoltaic industry. Achieving these goals can help
make solar energy more competitive with traditional energy sources and
enable wider adoption of renewable energy [9–11].

In this paper, we will discuss one of the strategies that can be used
to enhance module efficiency and reduce production costs by employing
alternative methods for busbar production. Busbars (BBs) are essential
components of photovoltaic modules [12, 13] commonly used to generate
electricity from solar energy. The primary purpose of busbars in PV mod-
ules is to enhance the electrical performance of the module by reducing
resistive losses and improving the overall efficiency [14,15].

In a typical PV module, each solar cell generates a relatively small
amount of electricity. Busbars serve to interconnect the cells, increasing
the total voltage and current produced by the module. This is necessary
because the voltage and current produced by a single solar cell are generally
too low to be practical on their own. When solar cells are connected in series
to form a module, the cumulative current flowing through each cell adds
up, and any resistance in the circuit can result in power losses [16,17]. New
techniques involving copper busbars offer the most efficient placement and
a simplified amount of materials for PV panels [18,19]. In fact, the busbar
system replaces two crucial components in a typical PV panel: the power
distribution block and the connecting cables [20, 21]]. Lu et al. observed
that optimizing busbars based on the uneven distribution of illumination
created by the concentrator contributes to the enhancement of the electrical
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parameters of the compound parabolic contractor-photovoltaic (CPC-PV)
cell [22–24]. The study of the electromagnetic field distribution due to the
incident photon flux demonstrates that increasing the number of busbars
can generate carriers in the shaded areas under the busbars [25–27]. Sev-
eral attempts have been made to reduce material costs in the production of
BBs, including the application of shingled technology [28]. Shingled photo-
voltaic modules involve the process of creating shingled strings by splitting
and gluing solar cells [29]. As an adhesive method, the application of di-
vided cell strips across the width of the busbar is used to connect them
together using electroconductive adhesive (ECA) [30]. Given the high cost
of Ag paste used in the production of solar cells, efforts have been made to
reduce its usage as a solar cell electrode. Oh et al. employed an econom-
ically effective electrode pattern that significantly reduced the amount of
Ag paste used [31,32].

In dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [33, 34], busbars are employed to
connect the individual cells and create an electrical circuit. The photoac-
tive layer consists of a semiconductor material coated with a layer of dye
molecules. When light strikes the dye molecules, they absorb the energy
and transfer it to the semiconductor, generating an electrical current. Given
that the current generated by a DSSC is relatively low, busbars in DSSCs
are typically crafted from transparent conductive materials [35], such as
Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) or Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide (FTO) [36,37], and
are also used in the form of metallic paths on the edges [38]. These materi-
als provide low-resistance paths for the current to flow through, minimizing
resistive losses, and enhancing the electrical performance of the cell.

Glass-glass (GG) [39,40]] solar cells comprise two glass layers that sand-
wich the photovoltaic cells, typically silicon-based [41,42]. The glass layers
offer mechanical support and protection for the cells while allowing light
to penetrate and reach the cells [43, 44]. Busbars are employed to collect
the current generated by the individual cells and transfer it to an exter-
nal load [45–47]. They also aid in distributing the current evenly across
the cell, reducing hot spots and the risk of cell damage. Since GG solar
cells are relatively thin [48], the busbars used in these cells are generally
composed of highly conductive metals, such as copper or silver [49, 50].
These materials offer low-resistance paths for the current to flow through,
minimizing resistive losses and improving the electrical performance of the
cell [51,52]. Additionally, in GG solar cells, busbars can be placed on both
sides of the cells, further enhancing current collection and reducing power
losses [53].
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Reducing the manufacturing cost of busbars is a critical parameter, and
considerable efforts have been made in this regard. Cost reduction can be
achieved through various means, including:

• Thinning the busbars: Busbars can be made thinner while maintain-
ing their electrical conductivity, thus reducing the required material
per busbar.

• Using alternative materials: Instead of copper, which is commonly
used for busbars, alternative materials such as aluminum or silver
can be employed. These materials offer higher conductivity per unit
weight than copper, allowing for a reduction in material usage.

• Utilizing busbarless cell interconnection: In this method, solar cells
are interconnected without the need for busbars, eliminating the ne-
cessity for busbars entirely.

• Optimizing busbar layout: By carefully designing the layout of the
busbars, it is possible to reduce the material requirements for each
busbar while maintaining the necessary electrical conductivity.

All of these approaches can be achieved or improved through the high-
pressure spraying process described in this paper.

2 Experimental procedure

The busbar paths under investigation have been analysed by means of con-
tact profilometry (DektakX, Bruker) to obtain the cross-sectional shape
and thickness of the busbar structures. Additionally, the elemental com-
position of the alloy was determined using eenergy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDX), and the interface between the metallic tracks and the
substrate was imaged using high-resolution scanning electron microscopy
(HR-SEM). Electrical measurements were conducted during the tests us-
ing a four-point probe (4-Probe, Ossila BV), an ohmmeter (Keihley), and
an emission spectrometer with a glow discharge excitation source (GDS,
GD-Profiler 2, Horiba).

Samples of metallic busbars made using the high-pressure spraying me-
thod on various types of glass substrates were tested. The substrates were
TCO glass in the 1000 mm × 2000 mm format, covered with various nano-
coatings. Two of them were created using the physical vapor deposition
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(PVD) method (Kenosistec PVD system), containing coatings made of
pure copper (Cu) and titanium (Ti). Aluminum (III) oxide (Al2O3) was
deposited on glass panes using the atomic layer deposition (ALD) tech-
nique (Beneq). Additionally, one series of metallic traces was made on
uncoated TCO (transparent conductive oxide) glass. The electrodes were
spray-coated using a system manufactured by Ceri-com companies, follow-
ing these parameters: sputtering rate between 30–40 mm/s, busbar width
of 5 mm, and the process was conducted at room temperature and standard
humidity.

Table 1 summarizes the information on the tested metallic tracks, includ-
ing sample designations, types of coating, methods of coating deposition,
and detailed descriptions of the process.

Table 1: Summary of information on tested metallic tracks.

Designation Layer Deposit method Detailed description of the process

TCO-clear No layer – unmodified TCO glass
TCO-Cu_a Copper PVD 2.4 kW, 3 number of rounds, v = 4 mm/s
TCO-Cu_b Copper PVD 1.4 kW, 3 number of rounds, v = 4 mm/s
TCO-Ti_a Titanium PVD 2.4 kW, 3 number of rounds, v = 4 mm/s
TCO-Ti_b Titanium PVD 1.4 kW, 3 number of rounds, v = 4 mm/s

v – speed of the substrate during deposition process.

3 Results

3.1 Determination of busbar thickness

The thickness of busbars plays a crucial role in determining the electrical
performance of the module. Thicker busbars can offer lower resistance and
improved current collection, leading to higher efficiency. However, thicker
busbars can also increase shading effects on the cells, potentially reducing
the overall power output of the module.

Samples were extracted from both the edge and the center of the glass
pane. Each obtained sample, measuring approximately 50 mm × 50 mm,
underwent analysis using the methods described above. Figure 1 illustrates
the locations where glass fragments with electrodes were collected, exempli-
fied by TCO-Cu_a, which features TCO glass covered with a thin copper
(Cu) layer.
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Figure 1: Photograph of TCO-Cu_a glass with marked (red)
sampling points for testing.

Needle profilometry was employed to perform scans of the busbar profiles.
The scans were conducted across the electrodes, resulting in the left and
right sides of the scan containing the substrate profile. This allowed for
the measurement of the track’s height relative to the substrate. Figure 2
displays several exemplary profiles. While there is a notable difference in
their heights relative to each other, the shape of each resembles a Gaussian
distribution, albeit not perfectly symmetrical about the center. Due to the
significant roughness of the electrodes, thickness measurements were con-
ducted by measuring the relative height between the substrate and the one-

Figure 2: List of several exemplary profiles of the cross-section of metallic tracks, illus-
trating the method of measuring the thickness of the electrodes (averaging the
height from 1 mm of the top of the profile).
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millimeter average height of the top of the electrode (as depicted in Fig. 2).
The width of each path fluctuated around 5 mm. The average thickness of
all collected substrates was 125 ± 16 µm. However, when comparing the
smallest (65 µm) and the largest (154 µm) values, it is evident that there
is a significant spread.

Lower values predominantly appeared on the edge side, likely where
the deposition of tracks commenced. Subsequently, the thickness stabilized,
with a few exceptions. Analyzing the thicknesses for individual substrates
(Fig. 3), it is apparent that these values closely align with the value de-
termined for all samples, averaging around 125 µm and sharing similar
uncertainty values. The largest deviation from the average occurred in the
case of the TCO-Ti_a sample, where the average value was 113±7 µm. All
thickness values, along with their associated uncertainties, are presented in
Table 2. The standard busbar thickness can vary depending on the specific

Figure 3: Determined on the basis of collected profiles of constant
thickness for all substrates.

Table 2: Average thicknesses determined based on collected profiles for all substrates.

Designation Busbar thickness (µm)

TCO-Clear 120 ± 21
TCO-Cu_a 124 ± 19
TCO-Cu_b 134 ± 12
TCO-Ti_a 113 ± 7
TCO-Ti_b 124 ± 12
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module design and requirements. In general, the thickness of busbars in PV
modules can range from 0.1 to 0.5 mm.

3.2 Thermal distribution during the deposition process

The deposition process took place in a room environment with a tempera-
ture of 295 K and a maximum humidity of 63%. Temperature measurements
at the very surface of the contact point between the beam and the sub-
strate were conducted using a standard pyrometer (laser pyrometer TP10)
with a spot size of 1 mm and an accuracy range of ±1 K. Measurements
were performed at three different points on the sample, covering the right,
center, and left sides during the deposition process. Once the process pres-
sure stabilized, no significant temperature discrepancies were observed. The
measured temperature at 7.2 ± 1 bar pressure was 377.4 ± 2 K.

A slight correlation between temperature and busbar thickness is dis-
cernible as shown in Fig. 4. Thicker busbars tend to be associated with
higher temperatures. However, it is essential to note that these values fall
within the measurement error range. Drawing definitive conclusions from
this observed relationship necessitates further testing.

Figure 4: Temperature values for all substrates combined with
the busbar thickness.
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3.3 Mechanical tear and shear tests

Mechanical tear and shear tests are critical evaluations for assessing the
strength and durability of busbars used in various applications, including
photovoltaic modules. The tear test involves subjecting busbars to con-
trolled tensile loads until they break or tear. Several standards outline tear
test procedures for busbars in PV modules, with reference to the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard IEC 61215, which
specifies requirements for the design and testing of crystalline silicon PV
modules. According to IEC 61215, PV module busbars should withstand
a minimum tensile force of 30 N/mm2 without tearing. This test is typi-
cally performed on a module sample containing busbars, applying gradual
load until busbar breakage occurs. The tear test serves as a crucial quality
control measure to ensure the reliability and durability of busbars in PV
modules. By subjecting busbars to controlled tensile loads, the test helps
detect potential weaknesses or defects, enabling corrective action before
deployment in the field.

Busbar shear tests assess the busbar’s ability to endure mechanical
stresses and loads typical of its intended application. In PV modules, bus-
bars face various stresses, including thermal expansion, wind loads, and
mechanical vibration. These stresses can lead to busbar deformation, crack-
ing, or failure over time, resulting in reduced module efficiency or module
failure. The International Electrotechnical Commission standard 61215 for
terrestrial PV modules specifies a minimum requirement of 50 N for bus-
bar shear tests. Similarly, the IEC 61646 standard for thin-film PV mod-
ules prescribes a minimum requirement of 60 N for the busbar shear test.
Nonetheless, these values represent minimum requirements, and manufac-
turers may opt to exceed them to ensure their modules’ mechanical strength
and durability.

After conducting a series of measurements on each sample, the average
values, regardless of the layer, were found to be 500 N/cm2 for the tear test
and 600 N/m2 for the shear test as presented in Fig. 5. These values signif-
icantly exceed those typical for busbars made by conventional methods.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of tear and shear tests.
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3.4 SEM imaging

The morphology of the tested samples was analyzed using scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM). Images were obtained for both the surface of the
metallic tracks and the cross-section, which was achieved by cutting and
fracturing the glass. Figure 6a presents an image illustrating the bound-
ary between the metallic path (left) and the substrate (right). Upon closer
examination in Fig. 6b, it becomes apparent that CuZn alloy particles are
present at the boundary regions, although they do not have physical con-
tact with the track. The electrode itself consists of fused particles, form-
ing a highly rugged structure, as depicted in Fig. 6c. This roughness is
further emphasized in images 6d to 6f. When observing the material at
the nanoscale (Figs. 6g and 6h), nanoroughness becomes apparent, which
may, but not necessarily, result from surface oxidation of the track. These
nanoscale images reveal both darker and lighter areas, possibly indicating
an inhomogeneous distribution of elements within the CuZn alloy or the
presence of admixtures (estimated at < 0.5 wt%).

Figure 7a offers a general view of the cross-section of the TCO-clear
sample, with a more detailed view in Fig. 7b. Figure 7c displays the in-
terface between the glass, the FTO coating, and the metallic track, in-
dicating a strong connection between these components. It is likely that
the glass manufacturer employs an additional, very thin buffer layer of un-
known chemical composition (probably SiO2) between the glass and the
FTO coating to prevent ion migration from the glass to the FTO. An inad-
vertently detached metallic track from the substrate (Fig. 7d) reveals that
the detached surface mirrors the rough topography of the FTO coating, im-
plying that during the initial phase of metallic track deposition, the layer is
likely liquid or semi-liquid, allowing it to conform to the substrate’s surface
shape. Upon analyzing the interior of the cross-section (Fig. 7e), it becomes
evident that the interior of the metallic path is denser (solid) compared to
its surface (as seen in Fig. 6).

Similar conclusions can be drawn for samples with copper (Fig. 8) and
titanium (Fig. 9) coatings. The visible cross-sections resemble Gaussian
distributions. Metallic tracks exhibit strong adherence to the TCO sub-
strate with the applied coating. During attempts to image the interface
between the track and the substrate, it was challenging to directly visual-
ize the metallic coating located between the FTO and the track (Figs. 8c
and 9c). These tests were conducted on thinner (TCO-Cu_b, TCO-Ti_b)
and thicker metal coatings (TCO-Cu_a, TCO-Ti_a). A slightly brighter
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Figure 6: SEM images of the path-substrate boundary (a-b) and of the CuZn alloy surface
(c-h) at different magnifications.

appearance in these areas may indicate the presence of a metallic coating,
as the cross-section for secondary electron removal is correlated with the
atomic number and material density.
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Figure 7: SEM images of the metallic path in the case of the TCO-clear sample:
(a)–(b) the general cross-section, (c) the cross-section of the track-sub-
strate interface, (d) the electrode detached from the substrate, (e) the
inside of the cross-section.

The interface between the glass, FTO, Al2O3, and the metallic path was
also examined for the TCO-Al2O3 sample (Fig. 10c). In this instance, a thin
layer of aluminium (III) oxide is prominently visible, appearing notably
darker than the surrounding areas, and it uniformly covers the surface of
the FTO along its entire length. The larger area of charge accumulation
observed on the glass surface (Fig. 10a) suggests that the flow of electrons
from the glass to the FTO may be hindered due to the insulating properties
of Al2O3. While the charging effect (bright, floating image) was observed
for the other samples as well, it was particularly pronounced in this case.
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Figure 8: SEM images (a)–(b) showing the general section and (c) the path-substrate
interface section obtained for the TCO-Cu_a sample.

Figure 9: SEM images (a)–(b) displaying the general cross-section and (c) the cross-
section of the path-substrate interface for the TCO-Ti_a sample.
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Figure 10: SEM images (a)–(b) of the general section and (c) of the path-substrate
interface section obtained for the TCO-Al2O3 sample.

3.5 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis

The elemental composition of the electrodes was analyzed using EDX spec-
troscopy. Figure 11 presents an example of a spectrum collected from a me-

Figure 11: An example spectrum collected in the area of the metallic path
from the area of 50 µm × 50 µm.
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tallic track deposited on a TCO-clear sample. The spectrum displays char-
acteristic peaks for copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) atoms. Furthermore, signals
from silicon (Si) and oxygen (O) are also present. While the presence of
oxygen can be attributed to the oxidation of the metallic track’s surface,
the silicon content may result from the signal originating from the sub-
strate (FTO glass) or a minor admixture of this element to the CuZn alloy.
The former theory appears to be more plausible because, within the energy
range of 3–4 keV, small peaks emerge from the noise, typical of tin (Sn)
originating from the FTO (SnO2:F) coating on the glass.

The weight percentage of the elemental composition is presented in Ta-
ble 3. Upon analysis of the data, it is evident that the metallic traces pri-
marily consist of copper with a notable admixture of zinc. The weight ratio
of copper to zinc (Cu/Zn) varies and falls within the range of 2.33 to 3.37.

Table 3: Summary of the percentage by weight elemental compositions for individual
samples of metallic paths determined from the collected EDX spectra.

Designation
% by weight Ratio

Cu/ZnC O Cu Zn

TCO-clear 8.1 2.7 68.7 20.4 3.37
TCO-Cu_a 5.6 2.1 68.7 23.7 2.90
TCO-Cu_b 4.7 1.8 71.1 22.4 3.17
TCO-Ti_a 6.8 1.9 70.0 21.3 3.29
TCO-Ti_b 4.9 1.9 70.6 22.6 3.12
TCO-Al2O3 5.0 2.1 64.5 27.7 2.33

3.6 Electrical measurements

The resistance of the busbar is an important electrical parameter that af-
fects the overall efficiency of the module. Lower resistance leads to lower
power losses due to Joule heating and results in higher module efficiency.
Attempts to measure the electrical properties were made on a device for
determining the surface resistance with four probes and a Keithley multi-
meter. In both cases, the results were unclear and difficult to interpret.

A measurement made with a multimeter showed a resistance of around
0.3 Ω. However, this value is lower than the resistance on the measuring
probes, because when shorting them together, the device showed a resis-
tance of about 0.4 Ω. This value indicates the resistance of the test probe
leads themselves, since the internal resistance of a device of this class is
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negligible. Another measurement was made on a device for measuring the
surface resistance. In this case, the measurement of the current from the
voltage I(U) between the two probes is performed and the measurement of
the voltage from the current U(I) between the other two probes. Both val-
ues should be linear so that the algorithm can handle the calculation of the
resistance and conductivity values of the material. Attempts with different
parameters and measurement locations failed because the I(U) relationship
was exponential. The reason for this state of affairs may be ballistic, and
not diffusion, charge transport in the metallic path resulting from nanomet-
ric channels between sintered CuZn alloy particles. The counterargument
to this theory are the particles visible in the SEM images, the size of which
exceeds 1 µm, and the radius of their sintering is significant (large sinter-
ing area between the particles). However, from the measurements carried
out and the I(U) characteristic obtained in the four-probe mode, it can be
approximated that the resistance of the material is less than 0.4 Ω, which
indicates that it achieves the conductivity of pure metals.

4 Summary

In summary, this research investigated the deposition of metallic busbars us-
ing a high-pressure spraying process on various substrates for photovoltaic
modules. The key findings and observations from this study include:

• Substrate variety: The study examined six different types of substrates
for busbar deposition. These substrates included TCO glass, TCO glass
with metallic copper (Cu) and titanium (Ti) coatings, and insulating
alumina (III) (Al2O3) coatings prepared using physical vapor deposi-
tion and atomic layer deposition processes.

• Busbar thickness: The average thickness of the busbars was determined
to be approximately 125±16 µm. There were slight variations in thick-
ness between different substrates, with the smallest thickness of around
65 µm observed at the beginning of one of the busbars.

• Surface topography: The busbars exhibited rough surface topography
at both micro- and nanometer scales. Despite this roughness, they dis-
played low resistivity, making them suitable for photovoltaic applica-
tions.
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• Good adhesion: SEM images showed that the CuZn alloy of the bus-
bars adhered well to the fluorine-doped tin oxide surface, as well as
to fluorine-doped tin oxide surfaces covered with Cu, Ti or Al2O3
nanocoatings.

• Material reduction: The study demonstrated that it is possible to re-
duce the amount of copper (Cu) and silver (Ag) used in busbar produc-
tion while maintaining low resistance values. This reduction in material
usage can lead to cost savings in production.

• Versatile deposition technique: The presented high-pressure spraying
process is effective for depositing conductive busbars on various sur-
faces, including glass, glass with a conductive layer (TCO), and poly-
mer substrates. The relatively low deposition temperature allows for
its use on different types of substrates, such as glass, TCO-coated glass,
or silicon.

• Low resistance: The conductive busbars produced through this method
exhibited low resistance, making them suitable for use in photovoltaic
modules where efficient electrical conduction is essential.

Overall, the research suggests that the high-pressure spraying process is
a promising technique for manufacturing cost-effective and efficient bus-
bars for photovoltaic modules. It offers good adhesion, low resistance, and
the potential for reducing material costs, which are all important factors
for improving the performance and cost-effectiveness of solar energy gener-
ation.
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